CITIZEN PARTICIPATORY AUDIT (CPA) of SAI Philippines
WHAT is Citizen Participatory Audit?

1. A Mechanism for strategic partnership and sharing of aspirations, goals, and objectives between the SAI and civil society

2. A Technique in conducting public audits with SAI auditors and citizens and members of civil society organizations in one audit team
WHAT is Citizen Participatory Audit?

A Technique

3 for performing other tasks with civil society and the SAI as partners

A Strategy

4 For reform built on the premise that public accountability can prosper only with a vigilant and involved citizenry
Anthony Septimo

- Former critic of SAI Philippines
- Became a Citizen-Auditor in the CPA of KAMANAVA Flood Control Project
- Now, a staunch champion of SAI Philippines

“I truly believe that good governance is never the sole responsibility of the government. The best approach to combating corruption and making good governance work is constructive engagement between government and its citizens. I am happy to be part of the CPA where I saw firsthand this dynamics at work.”
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